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Abstract

is the load capacitance. Vdd is the supply voltage and f is the frequency. High frequency and

Both total power consumption and peak power

voltage cause high power consumption. However,

are the two critical issues in low power design.

the reduction of both voltage and frequency lev-

Dynamic voltage scaling has shown its high ef-

els give reduced power consumption, but also in-

ficiency in low power scheduling in recent re-

creasing the circuit delays. The tradeoff between

searches. And peak power also can be solve by

power and performance is an important point

integer linear programming. In this paper, we de-

that how to adjust voltage and frequency levels

velop a new framework for then combination of

without greatly affecting performance.

both dynamic voltage scaling and peak power optimization in VLIW architecture. We represent

The peak power is the maximum power con-

integer linear programming model for low power

sumption of the IC at any instance during its

problem with timing and resource constraints.

execution[15]. High peak power results in the unexpected situation of supply voltage levels [14].
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It causes high current flow which leads to the re-

Introduction

duction of supply voltage levels at different part

Power design issue has been a critical and lim-

of the circuits, because of high IR drop in the

iting factor in the design process of micropro-

power line. The reliability of circuit will be re-

cessors.

Higher clock rates and increased de-

duced by the high peak power problems. Hence,

vice count directly result in more dynamic power

the extra bigger sinks and costlier heat dissipa-

consumption. Since the system total power con-

tion mechanism is need to maintain the operating

sumption is determined by the equation:

temperature of the ICs in its tolerance limits.
In recently years, a new important dynamic

2
f
P = αCVdd

power-management technique, dynamic voltage

Where α is the probability of bit switching. C

scaling(DVS), has been developed to save energy.
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The tradeoff between power-performance can be

scheduling problem by accurately accounting for

tuned according to the time intension of different

DVS energy switching overhead, by providing

applications. The goal will be to minimize power

finer-grained control on settings and by consid-

consumption without missing performance needs.

ering multiple data categories in the optimiza-

Theoretical studies [5] and simulations[27, 26,

tion. The basic analytic element is single en-

3, 8, 22] on the potential of DVS techniques has

trance and exit basic block which is call region.

shown that DVS technique is a good way to

They use profiling technique to counts the en-

balance both power and performance. In [29],

trances of each region. The power mode instruc-

Zhang et al. present a compiler-directed tech-

tion is inserted on the edge between regions to re-

nique that takes advantage of schedule slacks to

duce power consumption without violating tim-

optimize leakage and dynamic energy consump-

ing constraint. But the peak power problem is

tion. Mohanty, in [13, 14], describes new integer

not taking into concerns.

linear programming(ILP) models and algorithms

However, Shiue [19, 20] extends traditional

for datapath scheduling that aim at minimizing

ILP approach that minimizes peak power while

peak power while maintaining performance.

satisfying timing constraint.

Given data flow

Low power VLSI design can be achieved at

graph(DFG) and component library, their ILP

various design levels[8]. In this study, we focus

model produces the optimal peak power solution.

on power and peak power minimization at the

But, the total power is never reduced.

behavior level. The VILW is considered as the

Both of the two approaches above have op-

hardware architecture. For example Ti c6x series

timal result in total power and peak power re-

have four different function units. The schedul-

spectively. The previous power optimization re-

ing must also consider resource allocation. Our

searches, [26, 3, 8, 22, 13, 14] using DVS consider

goal is to minimize both total power consumption

scaling voltage on the fly on each resource. But

and peak power at any instance.

the practical XScale [4] shows that power scal-

Section 2 gives the overall framework of combi-

ing is through mode set instruction. Dynamic

nation of DVS and peak power scheduling. And

frequency clocking that provides different volt-

section 3 shows the DVS ILP formulation that re-

age levels for each resource at the same time is

duces the total power consumption. Finally sec-

still not realized. Dynamic adjust power levels

tion 4 presents peak power ILP formulation that

through mode setting instruction is more feasi-

solves peak power problem in region. And finally

ble by now.

gives the analysis result.

So that we taking the advantage of [27, 19,
20] to develop a new combination framework that

2

minimized total power and peak power through

Low Power Framework

mode set instructions.

In [27], the authors extend an existing mixed-

The system process will require two main steps

integer linear program formulation for the

of power optimization.
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The first step will be

the optimization of total power consumption by

developed to obverse the program behavior. The

DVS. The next step will require the timing con-

regions entrances statistics will be used for solv-

straint that create before to get the peak power

ing power minimization problem. The problem

optimization of each region. Here is the overall

is then become where to put those mode-set in-

process.

struction to gain the optimal power consumption.
Before we give the ILP formulation, the transi-

1. Step1: Get the result of DVS ILP formula-

tion cost for power mode setting must be defined.

tion.

For the power mode transition cost from Vu to
2. Step2: Determine the power mode and exe-

Vv

cution time interval of each region.

SE = (1 − f ) × c | Vu2 − Vv2 |

3. Step3: Calculate the intra scheduling of re-

ST =

gions by Peak Power ILP forumlation.

2×c
| Vu2 − Vv2 |
IM AX

Where SE is the transition cost for energy and

As shown in Fig.1, The DVS scheduling take

ST for time. f is the energy efficiency of voltage

the control flow graph(CFG) as input to schedul-

regulator. c is the voltage regulator capacitance.

ing each region to reach the lowest required power

IM AX is the maximum allowed current.

without violating timing requirement. Since exe-

For the notations that are used in DVS ILP,

cuting time of each region required longest can

here are their definitions.

be determined from the DVS scheduling, we
can extend the traditional ILP formulation for

1. R = the number of regions, that is, nodes

peak power into regions version. The new peak

such as basic blocks in a control-flow graph.

power ILP formulation must take the running

It is different for different programs.

time power mode setting into concerns. For the
given power mode and execution time interval,

2. M = the number of mode settings. It is de-

the peak power ILP formulation the solves peak

termined by the processor’s available mode

power problem.

settings.
3. kuvm = the mode variable for mode m on

3

Total Power Optimization

edge(u, v).

kuvm = 1 if and only if the

mode-set instruction along edge(u, v) sets
The DVS ILP formulation is based on [27]. The

the mode to m as a result of the scheduling,

degradation of voltage and frequency level can

and is 0 otherwise. For example, if edge u,

lead to power consumption reduction, and in-

v chooses mode 2, the kij2 = 1, and other
−→
kuvm = 0 ( m 6= 2). kuv is the set of mode

crease delay time. The goal of the DVS scheduling is to minimize total power and achieve tim-

variables (M in all) for edge(u, v).

ing constraint. Fig.2 shows that the mode-set
instruction is putting on the entrance of each re-

4. Wvm = the energy consumption for a single

gion. And a profiling based approach, Fig.3, is

invocation of region v under mode m.
3
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Figure 1: A combination Architecture of DVS and Peak Power Optimization
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Since the execution plus total transition cost

5. Guv = the number of times region v is en-

can not exceed timing constraint, the total power

tered through edge(u, v).

is minimized to lower voltage as low as possible.

6. Dwuv = the number of times region u is entered through edge(w, v) and exited through

4

edge(u, v).
7. Tvm = the execution time for a single invo-

Peak Power Optimization

Under the result of ILP formulation of DVS, the

cation of region v under mode m.

time interval and power mode of each region are

If we let Vm be the supply voltage of mode

calculated. So that we will apply on the time in-

m, then SE is the transition energy cost for one

terval and power mode give by DVS formulation

mode transition, such that

result to determine the peak power scheduling of
each region. Here are the notations.

−−→ −→
SE (kwu , kuv ) =
c × (1 − f ) |

N
X

kwum Vm2 −

N
X

nr = number of operations in the data flow

kuvm Vm2 |

graph of region r.

m=1

m=1

Likewise, ST , the transition time cost for one
oi = operation i, 1 ≤ i ≤ nr .

transition, is represented as.
−−→ −→
ST (kwu , kuv ) =

oi → ol , oi = an immediate predecessor of
ol .

N
N
X
2×c X
kuvm Vm2 |
kwum Vm2 −
|
IM AX m=1
m=1

F Uf = function unit of type f.

With these formulated power transition cost,
the DVS optimization problem can be solved by

oi ∈ F Uf if oi can be executed by F Uf .

the following ILP formulation.

Af = integer variables that denote the max-

1. Objective Function:

imum number of functional units of type f

Minimize the total

required in all steps.

power consumption

M inimize :

N
R X
R X
X

xi,j = binary variable associated with oi ,
kuvm Guv Wvm +

where xi,j = 1, if oi is scheduled into step

u=1 v=1 i=m
R
R X
R X
X

j, otherwise, xi,j = 0.

−−→ −→
Dwuv SE (kwu , kuv )

w=1 u=1 i=v

Si = starting step of oi .

2. Timing Constraint: Satisfy program deadEi = ending step of oi .

line constraint
R X
R X
N
X

P(i, m) = power consumption of operation i
kuvm Guv Tvm +

in power mode m.

u=1 v=1 i=m
R
R X
R X
X

−−→ −→
Dwuv ST (kwu , kuv )≤ deadline.

D(i, m) = delay time of operation i in power
mode m.

w=1 u=1 i=v

5

5. Dependency Constraint: The program se-

T Sr = the start time of region r.

mantic should be preserved.

T Er = the end time for a single invocation

So that our

scheduling must keep the data dependency

of region r.

between operations. If there are data flow

Ctotal = total number of control steps.

from ol to oi then oi should not be executed
before ol is finished.

The main ideal of peak power scheduling is

power by rescheduling those mobile operations.

Ei < Sl , for oi → ol ,
P
where Ei = j (j + D(i, m) - 1)·xi,j and
P
Sl = j j·xi,j

This action cannot reduce power consumption

6. Time Constraint: Those operations without

but peak power in an instance. Here is the ILP

successor should finish its execution before

formulation for peak power. An iteration will be

the end time of this region.

performed unit all regions is solved.

Ei ≤ Ctotal , for all oi without successor.

to give dependence, timing, and resource constraints. And minimize each control step peak

1. Objective Function : Minimize the peak
power

5

Minimize P eakP ower

Analysis

2. Node Constraint: Each operation can only

Since N input for the peak power instruction

be issued in some control and use one func-

scheduling will produce N N computation result

tion unit in VLIW architecture once.
P
j xi,j = 1, for all operation i in region

in time complexity. If the average size of regions

3. Peak-Power Constraint:

is

Summarize each

to

. Hence,

N
K.

For real world application, although we

reduced polynomial degree version is given.

should not over than our objective function

m)·xi,j

N
k

cannot give the exponential time solution, but a

imize peak power. The power consumption

Si +D(i,m)−1≥j P(i,

N
k

the polynomial degree will be reduced from N

terval of each region. Since our goal is min-

i

for k regions. Then the peak power schedul-

ing problem will be reduce to k ×

control step power in the execution time in-

P eakP ower.
PP

N
k

Compare to those peak power optimization in
[13, 14, 19, 20]. A global version ILP formulation

≤

is given. They consider fully program as the ba-

P eakP ower, for T Sv ≤ j ≤ T Ev .

sic element that take data flow graph as input.

4. Resource-Constraint: Each VLIW function

And output the minimized peak power schedul-

unit can only assign to one operation at a

ing base on the fully program execution. How-

time. So that the total active function unit

ever, the key point for the peak power scheduling

should not exceed total available resource.
P
P
Si +D(i,m)−1≥j xi,j ≤ Af ,
oi ∈F Uf

is to avoid power consumptive operation in the
same control step with dependency kept. Since

for all type f, and T Sv ≤ j ≤ T Ev .

not only data dependency should be kept but
6
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